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COLLABORATIVE LEARNING

• Success in collaborative learning does not simply depend on socio-cognitive processes of 

constructing knowledge but also on socio-emotional processes of building respect, trust 

and cohesion (Kreijns, Kirschner, & Jochems, 2003; Van den Bossche, Gijselaers, Segers, & Kirschner, 2006; Baker, Andriessen, & Järvelä, 2013).

• Striking a balance is not simple: collaborative learning demands negotiating divergent 

perspectives but this can cause socio-emotional tension (Barron, 2003; Andriessen, Baker, & van der Puil, 2011; 

Näykki, Järvelä, Kirschner, & Järvenoja, 2014). 

• The current challenge in collaborative learning is 

• to find the types of interactions that lead to the best learning outcomes (Volet, Summers, & Thurman, 

2009)

• to understand the situated dynamics of collaborative learning (Arvaja & Pöysä-Tarhonen, 2013), 

• to examine how effective collaborative learning emerges in reciprocal interaction (Enyedy & 

Stevens, 2014) 

• This perspective calls for a close analysis of interaction in collaborative learning. After all, 

the resources for collaborative learning are in learners’ interactions and bodily action (Jordan 

& Henderson 1995; Roschelle & Teasley, 1995). 



AIM

• The aim of my PhD thesis is to examine how socio-

cognitive and socio-emotional elements intertwine in 

skillful group interaction during collaborative learning



DATA

• The data for this PhD thesis derives from two data collections conducted in 

Academy-funded projects, PREP21 and PROSPECTS

• Participants: 1st and 2nd year teacher education students

• Context: Mathematics Education course and Environmental Education course

where students worked in small groups (3-4 students) on technology-enhanced

tasks

• The courses were held in Leaforum and recorded with 360 degree cameras

• Also questionnaire data was collected
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METHODOLOGY

• This research adopts a microanalytical and process-oriented approach to 

analyzing students’ collaborative learning

• The analysis is predominantly qualitative but some quantitative methods are 

applied

• A mixed-method approach has become increasingly popular in the research 

on collaborative learning as it allows studying the phenomenon from 

multiple perspectives, decreasing the risk of being overly reductionistic

(Hmelo-Silver, 2003; Strijbos & Fischer, 2007).

• The primary method of inquiry is interaction analysis (Jordan & Henderson, 1995)



TOOL FOR ANALYSIS

• A qualitative research software called Nvivo is used to assist the analysis.
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PROS AND CONS OF NVIVO

• Pros:
• organizing data, especially large datasets

• reduces the need to transcribe

• annotating and coding data qualitatively on different levels of detail

• searching for content

• retrieving descriptive statistics for quantitative analysis (e.g. durations, frequencies)

• reliability coding

• Other analysis functions, e.g. Social Network Analysis (Wasserman & Faust, 1994)

• Cons:
• doesn’t export everything

• takes some time to learn

• not ideal for word-by-word transcriptions and very detailed analysis

• analyzing results in Excel or SPSS may require some extra work 

• files can corrupt if you’re not careful – remember to save and back-up
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UP-COMING RESEARCH PAPER: 

POSITIVE SOCIO-EMOTIONAL PROCESSES AND ARGUMENTATIVE 

INTERACTION IN COLLABORATIVE LEARNING

• Argumentative interaction involves high-level socio-cognitive processes which 

can deepen students’ understanding (Baker, 2009; van Amelsvoort, 2006; Weinberger & Fischer, 2006) 

• Argumentative interaction may also endanger the socio-emotional processes of 

sustaining mutual trust and cohesion (Andriessen, Baker, & van der Puil, 2011; Asterhan & Babichenko, 2015; 

Plantin, 2004)

• Few studies evidence in detail how socio-emotional and socio-cognitive 

processes manifest and interrelate in students’ interaction. 

• Aim: How do groups strike a balance between positive socio-emotional 

processes and argumentative interaction in face-to-face collaborative learning?



POSITIVE SOCIO-EMOTIONAL PROCESSES AND ARGUMENTATIVE 

INTERACTION IN COLLABORATIVE LEARNING

• Participants: 1st year teacher education students (N=19, 5 groups of 3-4 persons) 

• Context: Environmental Education course (5 lessons) with open-ended co-design tasks

• Data: self-report data (N=19) and videos (N=20, Mduration= 1h 9min) 

• Groups’ socio-emotional processes were investigated by 
• identifying signs of positive interaction in videos: whole group task focus, active verbal 

participation, joint attention, socio-emotional support, and humor 

• using self-reported evaluations of collaboration: group effectiveness, group cohesion and 

psychological safety 

• Groups’ socio-cognitive processes were investigated by identifying argumentative 

interaction in videos 

• A Kruskal-Wallis test was used to compare groups in terms of their positive socio-

emotional processes and argumentative interaction. Based on the results, two 

contrastive groups were selected for rich description case analysis.
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DO GROUPS DIFFER IN TERMS OF POSITIVE SOCIO-EMOTIONAL 

PROCESSES AND ARGUMENTATIVE INTERACTION? 

• Self-report data: All groups were satisfied with their collaboration as students’ 

evaluations of group effectiveness, cohesion and psychological safety were high. A 

Kruskal-Wallis test found no differences between groups. 

• Video data: All groups displayed signs of positive interaction. Groups were focused for 

the majority of their collaboration, all students were mostly attuned and frequently 

contributed to the discussion. Groups showed occasional socio-emotional support and 

humor. A Kruskal-Wallis test found no differences between groups. 

• Groups’ argumentative interaction was scarce but differences between groups were 

notable. A Kruskal-Wallis test confirmed that there was a significant difference 

between groups (H=9.972, p=0.41). Pair-wise comparisons showed a significant 

difference (p=0.26) between groups 3 (mean rank 4.62) and 5 (mean rank 18.00).

• Based on the group comparisons, groups 3 and 5 were selected for rich description 

case analysis
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HOW DO GROUPS ENGAGE IN ARGUMENTATIVE INTERACTION 

WHILE SUSTAINING POSITIVE SOCIO-EMOTIONAL PROCESSES? 

• Group 3 failed to engage in argumentative interaction because the group was mostly 

oriented towards task execution and sustaining a comfortable socio-emotional 

atmosphere. 
• Students’ suggestions and claims were met with positive feedback, and if disagreement was 

expressed, students accepted the critique and abandoned their original suggestions. 

Discussions that had the potential to become argumentative were interrupted by 

interaction that indicated tension relaxation, e.g. joking.

• In contrast, group 5 did not avoid confrontation. At best, their interaction grew to a 

long chain of consecutive justifications, elaborations, counterarguments, and 

reformulations of claims. 
• This interaction was fostered by positive interaction: respectful listening, expressing 

disagreement tentatively, mixing critique with positive feedback, and moderate amount of 

humor.
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EXAMPLE:

Minna has suggested that pupils could

draw a school yard (line 1).

Sanna counters the proposal by pointing

out that pupils would need to understand

the concept of scale (line 2). Sanna’s

behavior amplifies her stance against

Minna’s proposal. Minna expresses

agreement but is hesitant to accept it 

(line 3). Janina steps in to disagree with

Sanna and thus, indirectly defends Minna’s

propostion (line 3). She continues to argue

that drawing does not require students to 

understand scale exactly (line 3) but

rather it would help students to perceive

a larger area (line 4). Janina is tentative

with her counterargument. In the

interaction that follows, Janina starts to 

counterargue against Minna’s proposal. 

This indicates a deliberative approach to 

argumentation.



POSITIVE SOCIO-EMOTIONAL PROCESSES AND ARGUMENTATIVE 

INTERACTION IN COLLABORATIVE LEARNING

• Our findings indicate that groups successfully sustained positive socio-emotional 

processes but mostly failed to engage in argumentative interaction. The results 

support earlier studies which show that students often settle for quick consensus 

building (Weinberger & Fischer, 2006) and attend to socio-emotional processes at the expense of 

cognitive ones (Andriessen, Pardijs, & Baker, 2013). 

• However, one group was able to reach a better balance between socio-cognitive and 

positive socio-emotional processes. The group was able to moderate their critical 

discussion with positive interaction which strengthened mutual trust and protected 

students’ face. The results elucidate how groups can strike the ideal balance between 

high-level socio-cognitive processes and positive socio-emotional processes. 
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